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Why beta decay? 
Projected intensities at FRIB 

Ø  Measure at low beam rates 
(>10-1 s-1) 

Ø  Decay parameters needed for 
nuclear fuel and astrophysics 
calculations (Talk by B. Meyer!) 

Ø  Clean probe of nuclear 
structure 
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Beta decay as a tool to study 
nuclear properties 
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Studies possible  at low production rates. 
Very important exploratory role ! 
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Beta decay of neutron rich nuclei 
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Studies of neutron-rich nuclei at HRIBF 
Production and separation of neutron rich isotopes 
  

“ISOL” technique - intense beam of light ions  and thick targets. 
Effective utilization of the beam  and the target material.  
  
but … ion “so(u)rce(ry)” 
 
Unique HRIBF capability 
ISOBAR SEPARATOR ! 
enables selective studies  
of ions with given A and Z. 
Much easier to operate 
than e.g. laser ion source ! 



Injector for Radioactive Ion 
Species IRIS 2 ORIC proton beam 

10-15 µA @ ~40MeV 

Isobar separator 
~1/10 000 

BAM  Mass analyzer 



High Resolution Spectroscopy: 
the Clover Array for Radioactive Decay Studies 

Ø  Radioactive species implanted in 
moving tape collector 

Ø  Gamma-ray detection: 4 HPGe, 
ε= 6% at 1 MeV 

Ø  Beta detection: 2 plastic 
scintillators, ε=60 % 



Half-lives in the vicinity of 78Ni 

 
 

Ø Z=28 N=50 shell closures 

Ø Progenitors of r-process nuclei 

Ø Beta decay between different parity subshells: 
§  First forbidden transitions play a fundamental role in the half life 

 “Speeding-up the classical r-process” 
P.Moeller et al.  Phys. Rev. C 67, 055802 (2003)  

 



Frontier Nuclear Physics:  4 new 
half-lives measured at LeRIBSS 

82Zn 

83Zn 

M.M. et al., in press. (2012) 



Are the newly measured half-
lives in the r-process path? 

Ø  Found r-process trajectory 
Ø  Local effect in the A≈85 region 

Courtesy of R. Surman 

FRDM + ff. gr. th. 
LeRIBSS halflives 

+ Solar 



Benchmarking theoretical predictions: 
Zn half-lives 

• Half-lives systematically shorter than FRDM calculations 

Courtesy of I.N. Borzov 

DF3a+CQRPA 

FRDM+ f.f. gr.th.  

Exp. NUBASE 

Exp. LeRIBSS  

gr.th.  



Benchmarking Ga half-lives 

• Experimental half-lives shorter than FRDM calculations 

• Better microscopic foundations!:  
• new LeRIBSS half-lives validate g.s(πf5/2) calculations 

Courtesy of I.N. Borzov 
DF3a+CQRPA 

FRDM+ f.f. gr.th.  

Exp. NUBASE 

Exp. LeRIBSS  

gr.th.  



New calculated half-lives for spherical 
nuclei effect on r-process abundances  

Courtesy of R. Surman 

FRDM + ff. gr. th. 
I. Borzov halflives 

+ Solar 
` 

Ø  New Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga, Ge values 
Ø  Changes in A~85 half-lives affect 

the whole pattern 
Ø  Models with robust microscopic 

foundations are required 



β-decay in hot r-process 

Ø  Each iteration changes one isotope’s 
half-life one order of magnitude 

Ø  Mechanism: see poster by R. Surman 



Predicting neutron branching 
ratios 
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Ø  Microscopic details matter! 

Ø  Large effect close to shell-
closures à waiting points 

Kzratz-Herrmann formula 

Exp. 

Pn ≃ a  
(Qβ – Sn) 

(Qβ – C) 

b 



Neutron spectroscopy 
For N>50 isotopes the majority of the Qβ window is above Sn!! 

New calculations of gross !-decay properties for astrophysical applications: Speeding-up
the classical r process
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Recent compilations of experimental gross #-decay properties, i.e., half-lives (T1/2) and neutron-emission
probabilities (Pn), are compared to improved global macroscopic-microscopic model predictions. The model
combines calculations within the quasiparticle !QP" random-phase approximation for the Gamow-Teller !GT"
part with an empirical spreading of the QP strength and the gross theory for the first-forbidden part of #!

decay. Nuclear masses are either taken from the 1995 data compilation of Audi et al., when available, other-
wise from the finite-range droplet model. Especially for spherical and neutron-!sub-"magic isotopes a consid-
erable improvement compared to our earlier predictions for pure GT decay !ADNDT, 1997" is observed. T1/2
and Pn values up to the neutron drip line have been used in r-process calculations within the classical
‘‘waiting-point’’ approximation. With the new nuclear-physics input, a considerable speeding-up of the
r-matter flow is observed, in particular at those r-abundance peaks which are related to magic neutron-shell
closures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interactions between astrophysics and nuclear physics
have been long standing and rewarding. To the nuclear
physicist many phenomena in the universe represent nuclear
experiments on a grand scale, often under conditions that
cannot be replicated on earth. To the astrophysicist nuclear
physics represents experimental and theoretical sources of
data which are needed to model the energy balances and time
scales in many astrophysical scenarios. Examples of this di-
chotomy are the explanation of the source of the energy pro-
duction in the sun and the postulation of a rapid-neutron-
capture process, or r process $1–3%, as the origin of many
heavy nuclei beyond Fe.
To us, modeling the r process has represented a particu-

larly fascinating challenge. Its detailed study requires input
of nuclear data from experiment and/or theory. However,
properly designed studies can also provide information to the
nuclear theorist on nuclear properties far from stability that
are inaccessible to experimental study. Informative studies of
the r process can be accomplished with a knowledge of just
a few nuclear properties, namely, the nuclear mass !from
which neutron separation energies Sn and #-decay Q# values
can trivially be obtained", the #-decay half-lives T1/2 , and
#-delayed neutron-emission probabilities P&n . More elabo-
rate studies require additional quantities such as reaction
rates and temperature dependences of many quantities.
A great leap forward in our understanding of the r process

and other stellar nucleosynthesis processes took place about
10 years ago, when data from global, unified, microscopic
nuclear-structure models for the nuclear mass and # decay
were used for the first time in such calculations $4%. A key
new feature was the reliability of some nuclear-structure
models, based on microscopic Schrödinger equations, also

outside the regions where the model parameters were deter-
mined. That is, they are reliable also for regions of neutron-
rich nuclei beyond the experimentally known region near #
stability. Most influential in the first studies of this type were
the ‘‘Möller-Nix’’ mass models and the ‘‘Krumlinde-Möller-
Randrup’’ quasiparticle random-phase !QRPA" model of #
decay. The first ‘‘Möller-Nix’’ mass model was published in
1981 $5%; its current enhanced form $finite-range droplet
model !FRDM", 1992% was finalized in 1992 and published
in 1995 $6%. The initial QRPA model is from 1984 $7% with
numerous enhancements added over the next several years.
An extensive discussion of the enhanced model was pub-
lished in 1990 $8%. Tabulated #-decay properties for 8979
nuclei from 16O and beyond appeared in 1997 $9%.
There are only a very few realistic mass models in which

microscopic effects are calculated from microscopic effec-
tive interactions. Single-particle potentials in the
macroscopic-microscopic approach and two-body Skyrme-
type potentials in Hartree-Fock models are two examples of
such ‘‘microscopic’’ interactions. Examples of calculations
based on such potentials are, apart from the work mentioned
above, the early work by Seeger and Howard $10% in a
macroscopic-microscopic approach and more current work
based on Skyrme interactions $11–13%. All these mass mod-
els have an rms error of about 0.7 MeV in the region where
the model constants were adjusted, and do not diverge, so
far, outside the region of adjustment. That is, when new
masses are measured and compared to published masses the
rms error is still about 0.7 MeV. Despite such errors much
has been learned about the r process from calculations based
on these nuclear data sources.
It is noteworthy that for 20 years the error of the realistic,

extrapolatable mass models has remained fairly constant at
about 0.7 MeV !our 1981 mass model error was 0.835 MeV".
Very recently, we have even seen results of the first self-
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strength is somewhat less dramatic than for 92Rb but after
the ff strength is included we again achieve good agreement
with experimental data.
It is not our aim here to make a detailed analysis of each

individual nucleus, but instead to present an overview of the
model performance in a calculation of a large number of
!-decay half-lives and delayed neutron-emission probabili-
ties. In Figs. 4 and 5 we compare measured !!-decay half-
lives and !-delayed neutron-emission probabilities with cal-
culations based on our two models, for nuclei throughout the
periodic system. To address the reliability versus distance
from stability, we present the ratio T! ,calc /T! ,exp versus the
quantity T! ,exp . Because the relative error in the calculated
half-lives is more sensitive to small shifts in the positions of
the calculated single-particle levels for decays with small
energy releases, where long half-lives are expected, one can
anticipate that half-life calculations are more reliable far
from stability, where the !-decay Q values are large, than
close to !-stable nuclei "see Table I#.
Furthermore, because the Fermi function is dominated by

the phase space factor (Q!!E f)5, where E f is the excitation
energy of the final state in the daughter nucleus, it is clear
that the same absolute error $E in the calculated Q! value
will result in a smaller error in T1/2 for large Q! than for

small Q! . Since Q! increases quite rapidly with distance
from ! stability "for example, for 94Sr Q! is 2.36 MeV and
for 100Sr it is 6.86 MeV# we expect for this reason alone that
the errors in the calculated half-lives will decrease with in-
creasing distance from stability even if Q! were to develop
somewhat increasing errors.
Before we make a quantitative analysis of the agreement

between calculated and experimental half-lives we briefly
discuss what conclusions can be drawn from a simple visual
inspection of Fig. 4. As a function of T! ,exp one would ex-
pect the average error to increase as T! ,exp increases. This is
indeed the case in both of the model calculations. When, as
in the lower part of the figure, ff transitions are included the
agreement between calculations and experiment is better, in
particular for long half-lives, as expected, because for the
small decay Q values here the ff transitions are relatively
more important. In addition, one is left with the impression
that the errors in our calculation are fairly large. However,
this is partly a fallacy, since for small errors there are many
more points than for large errors. This is not clearly seen in
the figures, since for small errors many points are superim-
posed on one another. To obtain a more exact understanding
of the error in the calculation we therefore perform a more
detailed analysis.

β-Decay of 92Rb in 3 Successively Improved Models
(Exp.:  T1/2 = 4.49 s  Pn = 0.01 %)
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FIG. 2. Calculated !-strength functions, cor-
responding half-lives, and delayed-neutron emis-
sion probabilities for 92Rb in three successively
enhanced models. The narrow arrow indicates the
Q! value, the wide arrows successive neutron-
separation energies; the lowest arrow S1n , the
second lowest S2n , and so on. The results are
further discussed in the text.
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C. Error analysis

One often analyzes the error in a calculation by studying a
root-mean-square !rms" deviation, which in this case would
be

# rms
2!
1
n $

i!1

n

!T% ,exp"T% ,calc"
2. !14"

However, such an error analysis is unsuitable here, for two
reasons. First, the quantities studied vary by many orders of
magnitude. Second, the calculated and measured quantities
may differ by orders of magnitude. We therefore study the
quantity log10(T% ,calc /T% ,exp), which is plotted in Fig. 4, in-
stead of (T% ,exp"T%,calc)2. We present the formalism here for
the half-life, but the formalism is also used to study the error
of our calculated Pn values.
To facilitate the interpretation of the error plots we con-

sider two hypothetical cases. As the first example, suppose
that all the points were grouped on the line T% ,calc /T% ,exp
!10. It is immediately clear that an error of this type could
be entirely removed by introducing a renormalization factor,
which is a common practice in the calculation of %-decay
half-lives. We shall see below that in our model the half-lives
corresponding to our calculated strength functions have

about zero average deviation from the calculated half-lives,
so no renormalization factor is necessary.
In another extreme, suppose half the points were located

on the line T% ,calc /T% ,exp!10 and the other half on the line
T% ,calc /T% ,exp!0.1. In this case the average of
log10(T% ,calc /T% ,exp) would be zero. We are therefore led to
the conclusion that there are several types of errors that are
of interest to study; namely, the average position of the
points in Fig. 4, which is just the average of the quantity
log10(T% ,calc /T% ,exp), and the spread of the points around this
average. To analyze the error along these ideas, we introduce
the quantities

r!T% ,calc /T% ,exp , !15"

r l!log10!r ",

Mr l!
1
n $

i!1

n

r l
i ,

Mr l
10!10Mr l &mean deviation !factor"' ,

β-Decay of 137I in 3 Successively Improved Models
(Exp.:  T1/2 = 24.1 s  Pn = 7.0 %)
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FIG. 3. Calculated %-strength functions, cor-
responding half-lives, and delayed-neutron emis-
sion probabilities for 137I in three successively
enhanced models. The narrow arrow indicates the
Q% value, the wide arrows successive neutron-
separation energies; the lowest arrow S1n , the
second lowest S2n , and so on. The results are
further discussed in the text.
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VANDLE at LeRIBSS:  
The Versatile Array for Neutron Detection at Low Energies 

Ø  2 clovers, 3% efficient @ 1MeV 

Ø  48 x 60 cm  VANDLE bars 
•  45% efficiency/bar @ 1MeV 
•  Ω = 26% of 4π 
•  12% total efficiency @ 1MeV 

Ø  Fully instrumented using XIA’s Pixie 
16 digitizers 

  
 

More details in talks by W.A. Peters 
and S.V. Paulauskas 

VANDLE efficiency 
calibration performed at 
Ohio university 
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Beta-delayed neutron emitters near r-process path 
 studied at the HRIBF/LeRIBSS in February 2012 

The Versatile Array of Neutron Detectors at Low Energy 

 



Light output vs Time of Flight: 
Neutron gate 

Neutron gate 

Gamma prompt 

“Tail” of the gamma prompt removed 
Cleaner low energy spectrum!! 



February 2012 VANDLE 
highlights: 77Cu 

Ø Gammow-Teller decays at  0.5 
and 2 MeV above Sn 

Ø  100 keV neutrons detected! 

Ø  ~70 keV neutrons? 

Ø  Level 50 keV above Sn 
previously observed @ 
LeRIBSS 

S.V Ilyushkin et al. PRC 80, 054304 (2009) 



February 2012 VANDLE highlights: 
Resonant decay of 84Ga 

Sn 



100Rb at LeRIBSS:  
neutron  emission populates rotational bands 

Neutron gated γ spectrum 



Summary 

�  4 new half-lives of r-process relevant nuclei. Validation of 
new theoretical model of beta-decay in the 78Ni region. 
Profound influence on beta decay rates 

�  IRIS 2 commission great success! Clean, high intensity  
high quality data. Laser Ion Source commissioned: 
Observation of 86Ga   

�  Neutron spectroscopy: low energy states in 77Cu, giant 
resonance in 84Ga, population of rotational bands in 100Rb 
beta decay 



Outlook: Experiment proposed at 
NSLC, LoI approved at TRIUMF 
Ø  2 HPGe clovers 
Ø  48 VANDLE bars = 12% efficient @ 1 

MeV 
Ø  New segmented plastic implantation 

detector (R. Grzywacz and M. Al-
Shudifat) 


